FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

MINNESOTA’S
CLIMATE SUCCESS
STORY

Solutions to address climate change
are important and urgent. Every news
cycle brings a new report warning of the
consequences of inaction. And when all
we hear are the warnings, it is easy to get
the impression that nothing is being done
and hope is lost.
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Changing markets, intelligent decisions, and the hard work of
many have made the advancements in clean energy and climate
change protection a reality in Minnesota. Conservation Minnesota
has helped pass critical policies at the state Legislature, advocated
for the appointment of solutions-focused leaders to key positions
like the Public Utilities Commission, and worked closely with
customers, communities, and utilities across the state to move
quickly toward reliable, affordable, and clean energy. With all this
momentum, it’s no wonder clean
energy has become a fastgrowing sector of our economy.
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But there is excellent news in Minnesota, so good that I have
surprised many of my friends and colleagues just by sharing
the facts. It’s important news to share. We’ve come so far, and
continued clean energy progress means a bright future for
Minnesota. Our progress is having a multiplying effect.

Of course, there is lots of work
still to do. But I am sure that we
can succeed at that work if we
do it together.

The work of Conservation Minnesota is guided by your
values and priorities. We listen to Minnesotans and focus on
solving the conservation problems that matter most to you.
conservationminnesota.org | 612.767.2444
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THE MULTIPLYING IMPACT OF CLEAN ENERGY
The science on climate change is clear: we must electrify
as much as we can while making sure the electricity
running through our grid is clean and reliable. As
Minnesota’s electrification speeds up, communities

will see the economic and job benefits of our energy
transition. Decisions made by utilities, the governor,
the Public Utilities Commission (PUC), and the state
Legislature are having a large collective impact.

Momentum Toward 100% Clean Energy

Powering More With Clean Electricity

Innovation & Economic Growth

Minnesota’s Public Utilities Commission (PUC) and our
electric utilities are taking tremendous strides to produce more and
more of our electricity from renewable and carbon-free sources.
Today, Minnesota is on track to get more than 75% of its electricity
from carbon-free sources by 2030. This is a great accomplishment
when considering that our Renewable Energy Standard (RES),
passed in 2007, required us to reach just 25% renewable energy by
2025!

As the electric grid is powered by an abundance of
clean energy, we can electrify more. This helps us move away from
fossil fuels and drive down carbon emissions in other sectors of our
economy. Some Minnesota advancements include:

The changing energy economy continues to support
more family-sustaining jobs across the state of Minnesota. Today
the clean energy industry employs over 55,300 people, and nearly
40% of those jobs are in Greater Minnesota. As the electrification
revolution continues, Minnesotans will see more economic growth
and job opportunities emerge.

Clean energy production will continue to rise as the PUC—which
oversees and regulates the decisions of energy companies—
considers new plans from Minnesota Power, Otter Tail Power, and
Great River Energy over the next 18 months. And Governor Walz is
leading with a coalition of midwestern governors to modernize our
electric grid—from Minnesota to Louisiana—to achieve over 80%
clean electricity across the region by 2040. Examples include:
• Xcel Energy will achieve at least 86%
carbon-free electricity by 2030 and more
than double the amount of wind and solar in
Minnesota in just four years.
• Great River Energy, which provides
electricity to most of our rural electric
cooperatives, will deliver 69% carbon-free
energy by 2025.
• By the early 2030s, all Minnesota coal plants
will be closed. As recently as 2011, burning
coal provided over 50% of our electricity.

• The Energy Conservation & Optimization (ECO) Act of 2021,
a nation-leading policy for utilities to provide incentives for
customers to switch to efficient and low carbon electricity to
power their vehicles, home heating systems, and appliances.
• The Natural Gas Innovation Act creates a first-in-the-nation
planning process for utilities to decarbonize the natural gas
sector through greater energy efficiency, switching to clean
electricity, and producing renewable natural gas.
• Clean Cars Minnesota, enacted by the Walz administration, made
Minnesota the 14th state and first in the Midwest to reduce
pollution and expand the number of available electric vehicles.
• Establishment of electric vehicle programs and charging
infrastructure by all of Minnesota’s regulated utilities, ordered
by the PUC.

For instance, we can create even more jobs by leading on carbon
reductions in transportation and farming with a new Clean Fuels
policy. Additionally, state researchers are already developing clean
fertilizers produced using renewable energy instead of fossil fuels
to reduce emissions. Minnesota farmers currently spend $1 billion
a year on fertilizers produced out of state, making this a potentially
large new product market.

